Curriculum Information
Term 3 2020-21
Hares and Swans

English

History
In history we will be learning all about some
magnificent monarchs and their royal
residences. We will be learning about
timelines, hierarchy and significance.

We will be reading The Paper Bag Princess

In our writing, we will be learning to:
Write an information leaflet, a narrative based
on The Paper Bag Princess and a Kennings
...poem.
Maths
We will be continuing our subtraction
learning, before developing our
understanding of multiplication and division.
We will also be exploring representing data in
different ways.
Spelling/Phonics/Grammar
We will be looking at the key features of an
information text including how to use
headings and subheadings.
We will be teaching techniques to help the
children learn spellings such as pyramid
spellings and rainbow writing.

This term we will be finding out about
some magnificent monarchs who have
reigned in England throughout the ages.
We will do this by reading some
information texts and doing some of our
very own research! Along the way, we will
meet some of the most powerful
monarchs to have reigned, learning about
where they lived and the laws they
created. We will then be using all of our
historical information and vocabulary to
create fact filled information leaflets
about the Tower of London.
We will also be looking at some of the
most famous royal portraits in history to
help us create tonal portraits of ourselves.
Have a look at the super six for some
amazing extra home learning ideas!

Art
In art we will be creating our own portraits,
whilst developing our observational drawing
skills.
Music
We will be learning to discriminate between
higher and lower sounds and learning the
‘soh/me’ interval. We will be learning 5 new
songs which include the ‘soh/me’ interval, and
will be following hand signs to sing ‘soh’ and
‘me’. We will be using tuned percussion to
explore high and low sounds.
PE
In PE we will be mastering our ball skills
including throwing and catching whilst
learning dribbling techniques.
PSHE
In PSHE we will be looking at our emotions,
keeping happy and staying safe!

